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VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN
GATE KIT ADAPTER
Temporary Site Access Point

SIZE
Support pipe: height: 96", width: 2"
Assembled vehicle gate and gate adapter: height: 8'6",
length: 10"

Can be constructed to open on either side of a
OTW42″ LCD barricade.

DESIGN YOUR CUSTOM PERIMETER SOLUTION
Our Vehicle and Pedestrian Gate Adapter can be paired
with multiple barricades as well as different gate sizes
sizing. Easily convert our accessory into a smaller
pedestrian access point or by pairing two vehicle gates
together you can create an access point that is large
enough for semi trucks and other heavy equipment.

VEHICLE AND PEDESTRIAN GATE
ADAPTER IS DESIGNED FOR:

Construction site gates or temporary
fence gates for private events, festivals
or city events
Full perimeter security for construction
site safety and security

Adaptable to all of our barricades, This kit ensures the
seamless integration of a pedestrian or vehicle gate at any
point along a line of our barricade fence panels.
Temporary Entry Control Points or temporary site access
points pose security and safety challenges, the Vehicle
and Pedestrian Gate Adapter helps address these
challenges with a flexible solution for all stakeholders.

HOW IT WORKS
This accessory includes the necessary hardware to
connect a gate to an adjacent barricade fence panel, or
any fence panel that's made with 1-3/8" round tubing.
When installed, the added 59" steel tube bridges the gap
between the fence panel and gate. This permits the gate
to swing open past 90-degrees without hitting the
barricade. 

The gate and adapter then form a solid connection with
the line of barricades. Be sure to ballast the barricades
with water before installing the adapter kit so the weight
of the gate is properly supported.

Custom gate sizing is available. Please connect with us for
your specific security/site needs.


